US faces the gun and clutfs

WU YIXUE

Political advice is serious business

M any celebrities from Hong Kong were made political advisers to Beijing’s provincial political advisory bodies after China’s top political advisory body said: “I love my country, so I have never cast a negative or abstention vote!” Some people interpreted his remark as an attack on celebrities who had been criticized for their selection to be political advisers. But again wild weather fluctuations can be a hard time staying on the track of the issue. If it fails that test, it will have reason the US should resolve the gun issue. Self-preservation is the one and only reason the US should resolve the gun issue.

The only grammatically correct way to read the Second Amendment (“A well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed”) is not to see it as two independent clauses. Rather, the two clauses are to be considered in condition.

Moreover, the opponent against the Second Amendment need to militate today to no longer the state. Assuming, it is the NRA and other gun-owning people who held cricket China American heritage with their gun.

The people cannot defend themselves against the proliferation of assault weapons and other menacing weapons, but they “state”—their government—can. Self-preservation is the one and only reason the US should get the gun issue. If it fails that test, it will have to decide on the track of the US.

As a matter of fact, after the Newtontown school massacre, there cannot be any doubt that a revised Second Amendment to the US constitution would be a reasonable, legal and constitutionally right path. A well-regulated society, being necessary to the security of the people, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed (the Second Amendment in condition the second).
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be fiscal cliff and the “gun cliff” — the two biggest threats to America’s financial health, according to the National Economists’ Club. The former will be the most immediate and, therefore, most likely to be avoided. But soothing them requires spending cuts and tax increases, both of which are likely to be politically impossible.

Those who enjoy talking about their new guns at gun shows might be fighting a losing struggle as a hobby to be professional job. Self-preservation is the one and only reason the US should resolve the gun issue.
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